Architecture-Driven Modernization Task Force
Tampa Technical Meeting: Feb. 2006 – Highlights

Accomplished

1. Delivered ADM ½ day tutorial on Mon. afternoon with 20 people attending.
2. Voted to recommend KDM to the Architecture Board with errata – see Decision Section below.
3. Worked on ASTM submission & established plans for work between Tampa and St. Louis.
4. Formed Analysis Package RFP development team (lead by Howard Hess of IBM). The team:
   - Brainstormed on potential requirements
   - Setup collaboration strategy to begin work
5. Formed Metrics Package RFP development team. The team:
   - Discussed requirements and approach
   - Setup plan to work between now and St. Louis
6. Created preliminary ADMTF agenda for St. Louis
   - Includes ½ day ADM Tutorial for St. Louis on Mon.
7. Held Software Assurance Information Day in Tampa

Decisions

1. VtV on ADM KDM specification conducted with quorum present in the room. Nine out of 24 organizations on KDM voting list were present and voted unanimously to vote on KDM submission.
2. Vote to recommend ADM KDM specification conducted with quorum present in the room. Nine out of 24 organizations on KDM voting list were present and voted unanimously to recommend KDM with Errata to the AB.
3. Issues were discovered during AB Meeting
   - ADMTF will revise and present revised submission next OMG technical meeting (St. Louis)